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The Assessment Gazetteer, 1982-1991 Resumes and Bibliographic Details for Completed Archaeological Assessments, Field Evaluation Reports, and Environmental Statements Grave
Goods Objects and Death in Later Prehistoric Britain A large-scale investigation into grave goods (c. 4000 BC-AD 43), enabling a new level of understanding of mortuary practice,
material culture, technological innovation and social transformation. Bronze Age Landscapes Tradition and Transformation This volume is a collection of essays, which exemplify the
range and diversity of work currently being undertaken on the regional landscapes of the British Bronze Age and the progress which has been made in both theoretical and
interpretive debate. Together these papers reﬂect the vibrancy of current research and promote a closer marriage of landscape, site and material culture studies. CONTENTS:
Settlement in Scotland during the Second Millennium BC (P Ashmore) ; Place and Space in the Cambridgeshire Bronze Age (T Malim) ; Exploring Bronze Age Norfolk: Longham and
Bittering (T Ashwin) ; Ritual Activity at the Foot of the Gog Magog Hills, Cambridge (M Hinman) ; The Bronze Age of Manchester Airport: Runway 2 (D Garner) ; Place and Memory in
Bronze Age Wessex (D Field) ; Bronze Age Agricultural Intensiﬁcation in the Thames Valley and Estuary (D Yates) ; The 'Community of Builders': The Barleycroft Post Alignments (C
Evans and M Knight) ; 'Breaking New Ground': Land Tenure and Fieldstone Clearance during the Bronze Age (R Johnston) ; Tenure and Territoriality in the British Bronze Age: A
Question of Varying Social and Geographical Scales (W Kitchen) ; A Later Bronze Age Landscape on the Avon Levels: Settlement: Settlement, Shelters and Saltmarsh at Cabot Park
(M Locock) ; Reading Business Park: The Results of Phases 1 and 2 (A Brossler) ; Leaving Home in the Cornish Bronze Age: Insights into Planned Abandonment Processes (J A
Nowakowski) ; Body Metaphors and Technologies of Transformation in the English Middle and Late Bronze Age (J Bruck) ; A Time and a Place for Bronze (M Barber) ; Firstly, Let's get
Rid of Ritual (C Pendleton) ; Mining and Prospection for Metals in Early Bronze Age Britain - Making Claims within the Archaeological Landscape (S Timberlake) ; The Times, They are
a Changin': Experiencing Continuity and Development in the Early Bronze Age Funerary Rituals of Southwestern Britain (M A Owoc) ; Round Barrows in a Circular World:
Monumentalising Landscapes in Early Bronze Age Wessex (A Watson) ; Enduring Images? Image Production and Memory in Earlier Bronze Age Scotland (A Jones) ; Afterward: Back to
the Bronze Age The Hospitals & Health Services Year Book and Directory of Hospital Suppliers Handbook of Pragmatic Language Disorders Complex and Underserved Populations
Springer Nature The Fight for Beauty Our Path to a Better Future Simon and Schuster We live in a world where the drive for economic growth is crowding out everything that can’t be
given a monetary value. We’re stuck on a treadmill where only the material things in life gain traction and it’s getting harder to ﬁnd space for the things that really matter but
money can’t buy, including our future. Fiona Reynolds proposes a solution that is at once radical and simple – to inspire us through the beauty of the world around us. Delving into
our past, examining landscapes, nature, farming and urbanisation, she shows how ideas about beauty have arisen and evolved, been shaped by public policy, been knocked back
and inched forward until they arrived lost in the economically-driven spirit of today. A passionate, polemical call to arms, The Fight for Beauty presents an alternative path forward:
one that, if adopted, could take us all to a better future. Understanding Counterplay in Video Games Routledge This book oﬀers insight into one of the most problematic and universal
issues within multiplayer videogames: antisocial and oppositional play forms such as cheating, player harassment, the use of exploits, illicit game modiﬁcations, and system
hacking, known collectively as counterplay. Using ethnographic research, Alan Meades not only to gives voice to counterplayers, but reframes counterplay as a complex practice
with contradictory motivations that is anything but reducible to simply being hostile to play, players, or commercial videogames. The book oﬀers a grounded and pragmatic
exploration of counterplay, framing it as an unavoidable by-product of interaction of mass audiences with compelling and culturally important texts. The English and the Norman
Conquest Boydell & Brewer Ltd A study of the experiences of the lesser English lords and landowners at the time of the Norman conquest and the aftermath The Fortress Kingdom The
Wars of Aethelﬂaed and Edward the Elder, 899–927 Pen and Sword Military In this the second part of his four-volume military and political history of the Anglo-Saxon kingdom, Paul Hill
follows the careers of Æthelﬂæd, Alfred the Great’s eldest daughter, and Edward the Elder, Alfred’s eldest son, as they campaigned to expand their rule after Alfred’s death. They
faced, as Alfred had done, the full force of Danish hostility during the early years of the tenth century, a period of unrelenting turbulence and open warfare. But through their
military strength, in particular their strategy of fortress building, they retained their hold on the kingdom and conquered lands which had been under Danish lords for generations.
Æthelﬂæd’s forces captured Derby and Leicester by both force and diplomacy. Edward’s power was always immense. How each of them used forts (burhs) to hold territory, is
explored. Fortiﬁcations across central England became key. These included Bridgnorth, Tamworth, Staﬀord, Warwick, Chirbury and Runcorn (Æthelﬂæd) and also Hertford, Witham,
Buckingham, Bedford and Maldon (Edward), to name a few. Paul Hill’s absorbing narrative incorporates the latest theories and evidence for the military organization and capabilities
of the Anglo-Saxons and their Danish adversaries. His book gives the reader a detailed and dramatic insight into a very sophisticated Anglo-Saxon kingdom. The Medical Research
Directory John Wiley & Sons Incorporated British medical and nursing research currently being conducted in universities, polytechnics, colleges, government laboratories, hospitals, and
elsewhere (excludes certain programs in commercial ﬁelds). Arranged under 45 subjects. Each entry gives institution, address, head of department, names of researchers, and
subjects of research. Name and subject indexes. Assessment and Autonomy in Language Learning Springer This book examines this contested relationship between assessment and
autonomy from a number of perspectives in a variety of Higher Education language-learning contexts in Europe and the Far East. The contributors to the book describe research into
assessment both for and as autonomy, as well as approaches to the assessment of autonomy itself. Nursing Mirror The House of Commons, 1660-1690: Introductory survey.
Appendices. Constituencies. Members A-B Boydell & Brewer Here is the period from the Restoration of Charles II in 1660 to the Revolution of 1688 and the Convention Parliament
which followed it. These three volumes cover the period of constitutional reconstruction after the Interregnum and the political crises of the 1670s and early 1680s. The three
volumes contain 2,040 biographical articles and 269 constituency articles. An Introductory Essay by Basil Duke Henning analyses information about the age, education, social
background of the Members and their residential and electoral relationship with their constituencies. Questions concerning how far non-political factors inﬂuenced a Member's party
political alignment are also examined. British Archaeological Bibliography The natural choice securing the value of nature The Stationery Oﬃce This white paper sets out proposals for
a detailed programme of action to repair damage done to the environment in the past, and urges everyone to get involved in helping nature to ﬂourish at all levels - from
neighbourhoods to national parks. The plans are directly linked to the groundbreaking research in the National Ecosystem Assessment that showed the strong economic arguments
for safeguarding and enhancing the natural environment. They also act on the recommendations of 'Making Space for Nature', a report into the state of England's wildlife sites, led
by Professor John Lawton and published in September 2010, which showed that England's wildlife sites are fragmented and not able to respond to the pressures of climate change
and other pressures we put on our land. Key measures proposed include: i) Reconnecting nature with New Nature Improvement Areas (NIAs) with a £7.5 million fund for 12 initial
NIAs, biodiversity oﬀsetting, New Local Nature Partnerships with £1 million available this year, phasing out peat, ii) Connecting people and nature for better quality of life with
Green Areas Designation, better urban green spaces; more children experiencing nature by learning outdoors, strengthening local public health activities, the new environmental
volunteering initiative "Muck in 4 Life" to improve places in towns and countryside for people and nature to enjoy and iii) Capturing and improving the value of nature with a Natural
Capital Committee; an annual statement of green accounts for UK Plc, a business-led Task Force to expand the UK business opportunities from new products and services which are
good for the economy and nature alike. Gazetteer of Archaeological Investigations in England "Information about the nature and extent of archaeological investigations carried out
in England," compiled and abstracted from journals, reviews, annual reports, grant reports, and archaeologists' summaries of current work, many otherwise unpublished or intended
for limited circulation. Canterbury Rugby 1929-1979 A Club and a City Troubador Publishing Ltd After the desolation of the First World War, the 1920s saw a resurgence of sporting and
social activity. Rugby was one of the sports that beneﬁtted from this burst of energy and Canterbury was one of the hundreds of clubs that emerged nationwide. Land, Power and
Prestige Bronze Age Field Systems in Southern England Oxbow Books Limited A major phase of economic expansion occurred in southern England during the second and early ﬁrst
millennium BC, accompanied by a fundamental shift in regional power and wealth towards the eastern lowlands. This book oﬀers a synthesis of available data on Bronze Age lowland
ﬁeld systems in England, including a gazetteer of sites. The research demonstrates the importance of large-scale animal husbandry in the mixed farming regimes as evidenced in
the design of the ﬁeld systems which incorporate droveways, stock proof fencing, watering holes, cow pens, sheep races and gateways for stockhandling. It is argued that the ﬁeld
systems represented a form of conspicuous production, an "intensiﬁcation" of agrarian endeavour or a statement of intent, to be understood in relation to the maintenance, display
and promotion of hierarchical social systems involved in exchange with their counterparts across the English Channel. A Short Account of the Isle of Thanet; being chieﬂy intended
as a directory for the company resorting to Ramsgate, Margate, and Broadstairs ... With a map of the island and a Thanet ﬂora New Scientist New Scientist magazine was launched
in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientiﬁc discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no diﬀerent today
- for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture. Nursing Times Foot & Ankle
International The Cantiaci Sutton Pub Limited Government's alcohol strategy third report of session 2012-13, Vol. 1: Report. together with formal minutes, oral and written evidence
The Stationery Oﬃce The main focus of the alcohol strategy is binge drinking and its consequences for anti-social behaviour. Those are important issues, but the health impact of
chronic alcohol misuse is also signiﬁcant and greater emphasis needs to be placed on addressing that impact. In order to be eﬀective the Strategy needs some clearer objectives to
provide a framework for both policy judgements and accountability. The Committee recommends that Public Health England should have a central role in developing these
objectives, and linking them to local strategies in every area across the country. The Committee supports the decision to introduce a minimum unit price for alcohol, but a
transparent process must be put in place in order to ensure that the price level is evidence-based and is monitored to assess its eﬀectiveness. The Committee concludes that: the
Responsibility Deal is intrinsic to responsible corporate citizenship, but it is not a substitute for Government policy; the alcohol industry needs to acknowledge that its advertising
messages do have an eﬀect on attitudes if it wishes to be seen as a serious committed partner in the Responsibility; rules on alcohol advertising should be re-examined to reduce
the likelihood of adverts inﬂuencing young people under 18; Public Health England should undertake an evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of the Responsibility Deal and should
commission a study into the principles and implications of introducing the French Loi Evin; the Department of Health's work on which models of treatment provision are most
eﬀective in addressing the health issues caused by alcohol abuse is welcome New Scientist New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are
interested in scientiﬁc discovery, and in its industrial, commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no diﬀerent today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports,
explores and interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture. TOWNS OF ROMAN BRITAIN Routledge This book aims to examine and deﬁne the
functions of towns in Roman Britain and to apply the deﬁnition so formed to Romano-British sites; to consider the towns' foundation, political status, development and decline; and
to illustrate the town's individual characters and their surroundings. Sessional Papers At the Great Crossroads Prehistoric, Roman and Medieval Discoveries on the Isle of Thanet,
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1994-95 Canterbury Archaeological Trust Limited The widening of the road between the Monkton and Mount Pleasant roundabouts on the A253 led to the archaeological investigation of
a 3km long strip of land between July 1994 and February 1995. Prehistoric discoveries included Neolithic inhumations and pits, well-preserved Beaker graves and ten ring-ditches of
late Neolithic and Bronze Age date. An extensive and unusual Roman settlement of the late ﬁrst to early second century AD was characterised by a large number of sunken-ﬂoored
buildings. A small rectangular structure on the fringes of the settlement may have been a roadside shrine. A small Anglo-Saxon cemetery was located at the eastern end of the
excavated area and at the western end a medieval farmstead with at least ﬁve buildings was investigated. The information is presented in four parts covering the main periods of
occupation of the site and each chapter includes specialist reports on pottery, small ﬁnds, human and animal bones and the plant and insect remains. Cliﬀs End Farm Isle of Thanet,
Kent A mortuary and ritual site of the Bronze Age, Iron Age and Anglo-Saxon period with evidence for long-distance maritime mobility Wessex Archaeology Excavations at Cliﬀs End
Farm, Thanet, Kent, undertaken in 2004/5 uncovered a dense area of archaeological remains including Bronze Age barrows and enclosures, and a large prehistoric mortuary feature,
as well as a small early 6th to late 7th century Anglo-Saxon inhumation cemetery. An extraordinary series of human and animal remains were recovered from the Late Bronze
Age–Middle Iron Age mortuary feature, revealing a wealth of evidence for mortuary rites including exposure, excarnation and curation. The site seems to have been largely
abandoned in the later Iron Age and very little Romano-British activity was identiﬁed. In the early 6th century a small inhumation cemetery was established. Very little human bone
survived within the 21 graves, where the burial environment diﬀered from that within the prehistoric mortuary feature, but grave goods indicate ‘females’ and ‘males’ were buried
here. Richly furnished graves included that of a ‘female’ buried with a necklace, a pair of brooches and a purse, as well as a ‘male’ with a shield covering his face, a knife and
spearhead. In the Middle Saxon period lines of pits, possibly delineating boundaries, were dug, some of which contained large deposits of marine shells. English Heritage funded an
extensive programme of radiocarbon and isotope analyses, which have produced some surprising results that shed new light on long distance contacts, mobility and mortuary rites
during later prehistory. This volume presents the results of the investigations together with the scientiﬁc analyses, human bone, artefact and environmental reports. Kent Hearth
Tax Assessment Lady Day 1664 The Social Context of Technology Non-ferrous Metalworking in Later Prehistoric Britain and Ireland Oxbow Books The Social Context of Technology
explores non-ferrous metalworking in Britain and Ireland during the Bronze and Iron Ages (c. 2500 BC to 1st century AD). Bronze-working dominates the evidence, though the
crafting of other non-ferrous metals – including gold, silver, tin and lead – is also considered. Metalwork has long played a central role in accounts of European later prehistory.
Metals were important for making functional tools, and elaborate decorated objects that were symbols of prestige. Metalwork could be treated in special or ritualised ways, by being
accumulated in large hoards or placed in rivers or bogs. But who made these objects? Prehistoric smiths have been portrayed by some as prosaic technicians, and by others as
mystical ﬁgures akin to magicians. They have been seen both as independent, travelling ‘entrepreneurs’, and as the dependents of elite patrons. Hitherto, these competing models
have not been tested through a comprehensive assessment of the archaeological evidence for metalworking. This volume ﬁlls that gap, with analysis focused on metalworking tools
and waste, such as crucibles, moulds, casting debris and smithing implements. The ﬁnd contexts of these objects are examined, both to identify places where metalworking
occurred, and to investigate the cultural practices behind the deposition of metalworking debris. The key questions are: what was the social context of this craft, and what was its
ideological signiﬁcance? How did this vary regionally and change over time? As well as elucidating a key aspect of later prehistoric life in Britain and Ireland, this important
examination by leading scholars contributes to broader debates on material culture and the social role of craft. Prevent strategy The Stationery Oﬃce The Prevent strategy, launched
in 2007 seeks to stop people becoming terrorists or supporting terrorism both in the UK and overseas. It is the preventative strand of the government's counter-terrorism strategy,
CONTEST. Over the past few years Prevent has not been fully eﬀective and it needs to change. This review evaluates work to date and sets out how Prevent will be implemented in
the future. Speciﬁcally Prevent will aim to: respond to the ideological challenge of terrorism and the threat we face from those who promote it; prevent people from being drawn
into terrorism and ensure that they are given appropriate advice and support; and work with sectors and institutions where there are risks of radicalization which need to be
addressed Agriculture and Industry in South-Eastern Roman Britain Oxbow Books The ancient counties surrounding the Weald in the SE corner of England have a strongly marked
character of their own that has survived remarkably well in the face of ever-increasing population pressure. The area is, however, comparatively neglected in discussion of Roman
Britain, where it is often subsumed into a generalised treatment of the ‘civilian’ part of Britannia that is based largely on other parts of the country. This book aims to redress the
balance. The focus is particularly on Kent, Surrey and Sussex account is taken of information from neighbouring counties, particularly when the diﬃcult subsoils aﬀect the
availability of evidence. An overview of the environment and a consideration of themes relevant to the South-East as a whole accompany 14 papers covering the topics of rural
settlement in each county, crops, querns and millstones, animal exploitation, salt production, leatherworking, the working of bone and similar materials, the production of iron and
iron objects, non-ferrous metalworking, pottery production and the supply of tile to Roman London. Agriculture and industry provides an up-to-date assessment of our knowledge of
the southern hinterland of Roman London and an area that was particularly open to inﬂuences from the Continent. Education World The Human Development Magazine British
Qualiﬁcations Kogan Page Limited In a single volume, the new edition of this guide gives comprehensive coverage of the developments within the fast-changing ﬁeld of professional,
academic and vocational qualiﬁcations. Fully indexed, it provides details on all university awards and over 200 career ﬁelds, their professional and accrediting bodies, levels of
membership and qualiﬁcations. It lists all degree and postgraduate awards from all UK universities and colleges, and includes website addresses for each establishment. Nursing
Times, Nursing Mirror NT Rehabilitation of Prisoners First Report of Session 2004-05, Vol. 1: Report, Together with Formal Minutes The Stationery Oﬃce The Committee's report
examines the rehabilitation of oﬀenders, looking in particular at the eﬀectiveness of prisons in reducing re-oﬀending through rehabilitation, given the problems of overcrowded
conditions. Issues discussed include: recent government initiatives; the provision and adequacy of education, vocational training and paid work programmes; oﬀending behaviour
and cognitive skills programmes; mental healthcare provision and drug treatment services; and rehabilitation issues related to certain groups of prisoners, such as remand and
short-term prisoners, women, young oﬀenders, minority ethnic and religious groups. The Committee argues that the best way of reducing re-oﬀending is to ensure that prisoners on
their release have the ability to get into work and a home to go to, and it explores ways of delivering an eﬀective rehabilitation strategy which reintegrates oﬀenders into society by
providing opportunities and assistance which address the diﬀering needs of prisoners and their backgrounds. Lives in Land  Mucking excavations Volume 1. Prehistory, Context and
Summary Oxbow Books The excavations led by Margaret and Tom Jones on the Thames gravel terraces at Mucking, Essex, undertaken between 1965 and 1978 are legendary. The
largest area excavation ever undertaken in the British Isles, involving around 5000 participants, recorded around 44,000 archaeological features dating from the Beaker to AngloSaxon periods and recovered something in the region of 1.7 million ﬁnds of Mesolithic to post-medieval date. While various publications have emerged over the intervening years,
the death of both directors, insuﬃcient funding, many organizational complications and the sheer volume of material evidence have severely delayed full publication of this
extraordinary palimpsest landscape. Lives in Land is the ﬁrst of two major volumes which bring together all the evidence from Mucking, presenting both the detail of many
important structures and assemblages and a comprehensive synthesis of landscape development through the ages: settlement histories, changing land-use, death and burial,
industry and craft activities. The long time-gap since completion of the excavations has allowed the authors the unprecedented opportunity to stand back from the density of site
data and place the vast sum of Mucking evidence in the wider context of the archaeology of southern England throughout the major periods of occupation and activity. Lives in Land
begins with a thorough evaluation of the methods, philosophy and archival status of the Mucking project against the organizational and funding background of its time, and
discusses its fascinating and complex history through a period of fundamental change in archaeological practice, legislation, ﬁnance, research priorities and theoretical paradigms in
British Archaeology. Subsequent chapters deal with the prehistoric landscape, each focusing on the major themes that emerge by major period from analysis and synthesis of the
data. The authors draw on archival material including site notebooks and personal accounts from key participants to provide a detailed but lively account of this iconic landscape
investigation. Geriatric Training Curriculum for Public Health Professionals Archaeologia Cantiana
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